
Sketch book 
A drawing book for keeping rough sketches and practices. Most homework will be kept in the 
sketchbook and graded every week.


Warm up time 
Warm up during the first few minutes of class. Draw something recognizable in your 
sketchbook on a page for warm ups.


Think time 
When we begin working on a class assignment, there will be 15ish minutes of no talking during 
a project or art practice. This is time to think about your art and focus on whatever assignment 
you might have. If the class was quiet during think time there will be quiet talking allowed for 
the remainder of class while you continue to work.


Finishing early 
Whenever you finish a project early, draw in your sketchbook using one of the practice 
methods you learn in class.


Take care of the art supplies 
The art supplies cost a lot of money and are difficult to replace if they are messed up. Be 
careful with the supplies and always listen to directions on how to best use them.


Portfolio 
A place to keep finished pieces of art.


A Study 
Some things in art cannot be taught. They come from your own research and practice. You can 
build upon your skills and develop your own original techniques when you set aside time to 
study your tools, skills, and whatever object or idea you are trying to create.


Thumbnails 
Brainstorming your ideas quickly in small drawings. Multiple ideas can fit on a single sheet of 
paper. Use thumbnails as a guide for designing your final piece of work.


Critique  
We will look at each other’s artwork as a class and compliment, make suggestions, and 
discuss what we like or even don’t like about it. This is not to meant to be mean or to 
discourage you. You may not agree with the ideas expressed, or you may consider the ideas 
and apply them to your future work.  



What we will learn in art 
Philosophy in art 
- Appreciation of the artwork of our Creator and how artists recreate His work

- Patience and persistence

- Art history and different styles of art

- Learn about noteworthy artists, so you can become fans of their work


Drawing skills 
Drawing is a primary foundation of art. When you draw well, other types of art will become 
easier to learn.


Fine Drawing (people, animals, buildings), shading and lighting techniques, perspective and 
proportions, lettering, 


Color 
Markers, Painting, Pastels, Crayons


3d art 
Create a sculpture and make a mold, produce multiple plastic copies of the mold.

Create layered drawings with raised elements.


Design graphics 
Computer programs as a tool for creating art

 




Homework assignment #1 
Blind Contour Line (BCL)

GOAL: These drawings will not be “GOOD”. Aim for one recognizable (but not realistic) 
drawing.


USE: Pen or pencil. No erasing!


You will be exercising your hand-eye coordination and muscle memory with Blind Contour 
Line (BCL) drawings. Spend 20 mins each day creating a blind contour line drawing. Make 
multiple attempts per page until you have a recognizable drawing.


Rules for Blind Contour Line 
1. Drawing cannot come from your imagination, it must be something you can look at.

2. Do not look at the page at all, even from the side of your eye

3. Do not lift the pencil from the page

4. Draw slowly with neat lines.

5. Do not worry if it looks sloppy, but try multiple times to produce a recognizable drawing. 

Use multiple sheets. Spend around 20 minutes each day. Number each attempt.


Monday: BCL drawing of a hand


Tuesday: BCL drawing of a coffee cup


Thursday: BCL drawing of a chair


Friday: BCL drawing of an open bible


Basic Examples: 

 Thursday


P. Franklin

Monday


P. Franklin



Monday - hand BCL




Thursday - chair BCL
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